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Abstract— Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) have remote portable nodes to build dynamic systems without the help of any settled 
framework. The nodes in the network are all movable as well as self-configurable. At the same time, they serve as routers to deliver 
data from sources to their destinations. To meet the execution prerequisites of this sort of system, the switches need to work 
productively together. Therefore, routing algorithms play a crucial role in MANET architecture design. This paper presents an 
investigation for two flat routing protocol types: Proactive and Reactive routing protocols. It is deeply discussed about the different 
types of Proactive and Reactive routing protocols used for mobile ad hoc networks and the reliability in the mobile ad hoc 
environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MANET gives amazingly adaptable innovation to correspondence between portable remote gadgets. The infrastructure less 
network is supported by the MANET and it has no requirement for the fixed infrastructure. MANET have very enterprising use 
in emergency scenarios like military operations & disaster relief  operation or some temporary requirement like conference & 
seminar at new place where there is no earlier network infrastructure exist and need alternative solution. In MANET each 
mobile node acts as an intermediate switch and extends the transmission range of mobile nodes and act as transceivers also.  

 
In MANET network, the nodes must the routing in an autonomous way and self-organizing wireless communication network. 

An ad hoc network is a remote system depicted by the nonexistence of a unified and settled framework. The nonappearance of 
foundation in specially appointed systems presents extraordinary difficulties in the usefulness of these systems. Mobile ad-hoc 
network is a collection of dynamic nodes, it means in MANET any node can enter the network any time and join the network 
any time [1]. There is no impact if any node can naturally leave the system. So, it is a called as form of wireless network.  

 
As shown in Fig 1, an ad hoc network might consist of several home-computing devices, including notebooks, handheld PCs, 

mobile phones and so on.  
 
 
Every node will almost certainly discuss specifically with different nodes that live inside its transmission run. For 

communicating with nodes that live past this range, the hub needs to utilize the intermediate nodes to transfer points hop by hop. 
In MANET, there is no passages and foundation. There is no organizer who arranges the framework. It is self-ruling and self-
arranging remote correspondence organizes. All gadgets are associated with one another without a base station and passageways 
and these are associated with one another on transitory fundamental. The steering is the essential assignment by every single 
versatile node for transmission of parcels to the goal hubs. In MANET, directing parcels in a proficient way is the testing 
assignment. It is critical and muddled one [2]. 
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Fig. 1 Infrastructure of MANET 

Infrastructure-based wireless mobile networks:  
 

These depend on the cell idea. They depend on great foundation support. Cell phones speak with a passage, for 
example, a base station, which thus is associated with a settled system framework.  
 
Infrastructure less (ad hoc) network:  
 

MANETs have a place with this kind of correspondence. It comprises of an accumulation of remote powerful hubs that 
structure a system. The nodes exchange information without using any pre-existing fixed network infrastructure.  
 

In this network, there are three types of routing protocols are obtainable such as proactive, reactive and hybrid. Every 
type of protocol has some advantages and disadvantages. Receptive protocols, for example, AODV and DSR, discover the 
course just when there is information to be transmitted and thus, create low control traffic and directing overhead.  Proactive 
conventions like OLSR and DSDV, then again, discover ways ahead of time for all source and goal sets and occasionally 
trade topology data to keep up them [3]. 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

Routing Protocol is required at whatever point a bundle should be transmitted to a goal through the quantity of hubs 
and various Routing Protocols have been proposed for such sort of system. These Protocols discover a course for bundle 
conveyance and convey the parcel to the right goal. The investigations on different parts of Routing Protocols have been a 
functioning territory of research for a long time [4]. Fundamentally, Routing Protocols can be extensively grouped into three 
kinds as 

 
A. Table Driven or Proactive Protocols 

 
In Proactive Protocols, every node persistently keeps up state-of-the-art courses to each other hub in the system. Routing 
data is intermittently transmitted all through the system so as to keep up Routing Table consistency. In this way, if a 
course has just existed before traffic arrives, transmission happens immediately. Something else, traffic bundles should 
hold up in the line until the hub gets directing data relating to its goal. Notwithstanding, for profoundly unique system 
topology, the Proactive plans require a lot of assets to stay up with the latest and dependable. Certain Proactive Routing 
Protocols are DSDV, Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP), Global State Routing (GSR) and Cluster-head Gateway Switch 
Routing (CGSR).  
 

B.  On Demand or Reactive Protocols 
 
In Reactive Protocols, a node starts a course disclosure all through the system, just when it needs to send parcels to its 
goal. For this reason, a hub starts a course revelation process through the system. This procedure is finished once a course 
is resolved or every conceivable change has been inspected. When a course has been set up, it is kept up by a course 
upkeep process until either the goal ends up difficult to reach along each way from the source or until the course is never 
again wanted. In Reactive plans, hubs keep up the courses to dynamic goals. A course scan is required for each obscure 
goal. In this manner, hypothetically the correspondence overhead is diminished at cost of deferral because of course 
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examine. Some Reactive Protocols are Cluster Based Routing Protocol (CBRP), AODV, DSR, TORA, Associatively-
Based Routing (ABR), Signal Stability Routing (SSR) and Location-Aided Routing (LAR). 
 
Numerous researchers are focused on building up the steering conventions for MANET to give effective, conveyed and 
verified directing of information parcels. In line to this advancement, many directing conventions are created and based 
its functionalities it is classified into three sorts as appeared in Fig. 3. The diverse directing classifications are proactive, 
receptive, mixture conventions. The proactive conventions are table based (table driven) convention. The responsive 
conventions are on interest based (on interest driven) convention. The half and half convention depends on both proactive 
and receptive conventions. In this paper it is just focused on the proactive directing conventions as point by point in the 
consequent areas. The Fig. 3, demonstrates the diverse sorts directing conventions under proactive, that are utilized in 
steering of the MANET. In line to this, the table-driven proactive directing conventions, for example, DSDV, WRP, 
CGSR, STAR, GSR, and FSR are focused by numerous scientists. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Type of routing protocols 

III. PROACTIVE PROTOCOLS 

In network systems using a proactive routing protocol, each node keeps up at least one tables representing to the whole 
topology of the system. These tables are refreshed consistently so as to keep up state-of-the-art directing data from every hub to 
each other hub. To keep up the exceptional directing data, topology data should be traded between the hubs all the time, 
prompting moderately high overhead on the system [6]. One the other hand, courses will dependably be accessible on demand. 
Maybe a couple of the proactive conventions are depicted as pursues, 

 
A. DSDV( Destination Sequence Distance Vector): 

 
It is a proactive routing convention and dependent on the circulated Bellman-Ford Algorithm. The enhancement from 

separation vector in wired directing convention is in the terms of evasion of steering circles. Every hub keeps up a directing 
table which has the rundown of all the conceivable goals and number of steering bounces to achieve the goal. At whatever point 
some parcel goes to a hub, the directing table is to be counseled to discover the way. DSDV utilizes an idea of succession 
numbers to recognize stale courses from new courses and the grouping number is produced by the goal hub. To keep up 
consistency in the steering table, DSDV sends directing updates intermittently [7]. In this way, a ton of control message traffic 
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which results in wasteful usage of system assets. To defeat this issue, DSDV utilizes two sorts of course refresh bundles: full 
dump, gradual packets 

 
B. WRP (Wireless routing protocol) 
 
The Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) is a table-based distance-vector routing protocol. Each node in the network maintains 

a Distance table, a Routing table, a Link-Cost table and a Message Retransmission list. WRP uses an enhanced version of the 
distance-vector routing protocol, which uses the Bellman-Ford algorithm to calculate paths. The DT contains the network view 
of the neighbors of a node. It contains a matrix where each element contains the distance and the penultimate node reported by a 
neighbor for a particular destination. The RT contains the up-to-date view of the network for all known destinations. The LCT 
contains the cost (e.g., the number of hops to reach the destination) of relaying messages through each link. The MRL contains 
an entry for every update message that is to be retransmitted and maintains a counter for each entry. [8] This counter is 
decremented after every retransmission of an update message. Each update message contains a list of updates. A node also 
marks each node in the RT that has to acknowledge the update message it transmitted. Once the counter reaches zero, the entries 
in the update message for which no acknowledgments have been received are to be retransmitted and the update message is 
deleted. Thus, a node detects a link break by the number of update periods missed. 

 
C. CGSR (Clustered Gateway Switch Routing) 
 
The Cluster head Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) protocol differs from the previous protocol in the type of addressing and 

network organization scheme employed. Instead of a “flat” network, CGSR is a clustered multi hop mobile wireless network 
with several heuristic routing schemes. Hence, instead of invoking Cluster head reselection every time the cluster membership 
change, a Least Cluster Change (LCC) clustering algorithm is introduced. Using LCC, Cluster heads only change when two 
Cluster heads come into contact, or when a node moves out of contact of all other Cluster heads. 

 
CGSR uses DSDV as the underlying routing scheme, and hence has much of the same overhead as DSDV. However, it 

modifies DSDV by using a hierarchical cluster-head-to-gateway routing approach to route traffic from source to destination. 
Gateway nodes are nodes that are within communication range of two or more Cluster heads. A packet sent by a node is first 
routed to its Cluster head, and then the packet is routed from the Cluster head to a gateway to another Cluster head, and so on 
until the Cluster head of the destination node is reached. The packet is then transmitted to the destination [8].  

 
D. STAR 
 
STAR is based on a link-state algorithm that minimizes the number of routing update packets disseminated into the network 

to save bandwidth (i.e. reduce network traffic) at the expense of not maintaining optimum routes to destinations. STAR requires 
each node to maintain a source tree, which is a set of links constituting complete paths to destinations. A node knows the status 
of its adjacent links and the source trees reported by its neighbors. With this information, the node generates a topology table 
and computes its own source tree. In addition, it derives a routing table by running Dijkstra’s shortest-path method on its source 
tree. Each entry in the routing table consists of a destination address, the cost (e.g., the number of hops) of the route to 
destination and the next hop address towards the destination. A node sends updates on its source tree to its neighbors only when 
it loses all routes to one or more destinations, when it detects new destinations, when it determines local changes to its source 
tree can create long-term routing loops, or when the cost of the routes exceeds a certain threshold. Instead of periodic updates 
for each link, the conditional dissemination of updates enables STAR to reduce the bandwidth required for link-state updates [9]. 
This prevents nodes from maintaining optimum routes to destinations. The partial topology graphs of a network maintained in 
the nodes can change frequently as the neighbors keep sending different source trees in large and highly mobile ad hoc network. 
In this case, STAR may introduce significant memory and processing overheads. 

 
E. GSR (Global state routing protocol) 
 
Global State Routing (GSR) is similar to DSDV; it takes the idea of link state routing but improves it by avoiding flooding of 

routing messages. In this algorithm, each node maintains a Neighbor list, a Topology table, a Next Hop table and a Distance 
table. Neighbor list of a node contains the list of its neighbors. For each destination node, the Topology table contains the link 
state information as reported by the destination and the timestamp of the information. For each destination, the Next Hop table 
contains the next hop to which the packets for this destination must be forwarded. The Distance table contains the shortest 
distance to each destination node [10]. 
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F. FSR (Fisheye State Routing) 
 
Fisheye State Routing (FSR) is an improvement of GSR. The large size of update messages in GSR wastes a considerable 

amount of network bandwidth. In FSR, each update message does not contain information about all nodes. Instead, it exchanges 
information about closer nodes more frequently than it does about farther nodes thus reducing the update message size. So each 
node gets accurate information about neighbors and the detail and accuracy of information decreases as the distance from node 
increases. Figure 1 defines the scope of fisheye for the center (red) node. The scope is defined in terms of the nodes that can be 
reached in a certain number of hops. The center node has most accurate information about all nodes in the white circle and so 
on. Even though a node does not have accurate information about distant nodes, the packets are routed correctly because the 
route information becomes more and more accurate as the packet moves closer to the destination. FSR scales well to large 
networks as the overhead is controlled in this scheme [10]. 
 

IV. Reactive protocols 
 
In Reactive routing protocols when a node wants to send data packets packet to another node, this protocol searches for the 

routes in an on-demand manner and establishes the connection in order to transmit and receive the packets. An on demand 
routing protocol typically includes two components:  

 
• Route Discovery: If the source does not have the route towards the destination in its current routing table, it broadcasts 

a route discovery packet throughout the network. Once the route between the source and destination has been established, the 
data could be transmitted through the selected route. 

 
• Rout Maintenance: Due to the dynamic nature of MANETs failure of the links through the route may happen. Route 

maintenance is a mechanism to handle the route breaks. A node can confirm if a packet is correctly received by its downstream 
node (backward Route) by using any of the three types of acknowledgments: link-level, passive (listening to the forwarding by 
next-hop node), and network-layer [11]. 

 
Following are some of the well-known reactive routing protocols with their characteristics in MANETs: 
 
A. AODV (Ad-Hoc On-demand Distance Vector) 
 
It is a reactive protocol, i.e., so the routes are made plus kept up just when they are required. It is a variety of destination 

sequenced distance vector (DSDV) directing protocol which is altogether founded on DSDV and DSR. Its point is to limit the 
necessity of framework wide broadcasts. It doesn't keep up courses from each node to each other node in the system rather they 
are found as and when required and kept up just as long as they are required [12]. The real contrast among AODV and Dynamic 
Source Routing (DSR) stems out from the way that DSR utilizes source directing in which a data packet carries the complete 
path to be traversed. a basic demand answer system for the revelation of routes.       

 
B. DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)  
 
This is based on the impression of source routing. Each node in DSR is required to maintain a route cache that contains the 

source routes to the destinations the node has learned recently. An entry in the route cache is deleted when it reaches its timeout.  
 
C. TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm) 
 
It is a highly adaptive loop free distributed routing algorithm based on the concept of link reversal. TORA is proposed to 

work in an exceptionally unique versatile systems administration condition. It is source-started and gives numerous courses to 
any ideal source/ destination pair. The key design concept of TORA is the localization of control messages to a very small set of 
nodes near the occurrence of a topological change. To accomplish this, nodes need to maintain routing information about 
adjacent (one-hop) nodes [13]. The protocol performs three basic functions: 

 
• Route creation 
• Route maintenance 
• Route erasure  
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D. LAR ( Location-Aided Routing)  
 
It is a flood based routing algorithm, like DSR, that uses location information in order to reduce route search space and 

thereby minimizes route control traffic. It supposes to facilitate every node gets its site data using a GPS. In LAR a node 
forwards route, request packets only to the nodes that reside inside the route search space (also referred to as the request zone). 
Any node remote the demand zone overlooks such packets. In the event that course isn't found inside a reasonable timeout 
period, the demand zone is extended. Two schemes have been considered in LAR to determine a request zone. 

 
E. RDMAR (Relative Distance Micro-Discovery Ad hoc Routing) 
 
RDMAR minimizes routing overheads by localizing query flooding into a limited area. It uses the concept of sequence 

numbering, similar to AODV, to prevent forming long-term loops. If a source and destination pair does not have any prior 
communication, RDMAR behaves like a pure flooding algorithm. 

 
vi. ABR (Associativity Based Routing) 
 
ABR uses the concept of source routing similar to DSR, but selects routes based on association stability, that is, connection 

stability, of nodes. Routes selected in this manner are likely to be long lived, resulting in requiring fewer route reconstructions 
and less route control traffic. However, routes selected in this way may not be the shortest in terms of the number of 
intermediate nodes. ABR is suitable for small MANETs. The beaconing interval should be short enough to be able to adapt 
quickly to spatial, temporal, and connectivity states of the neighboring nodes. This requirement may result in extra bandwidth 
and power consumption.   

 
vii. CBRP( Clustered Based Routing Protocol) 
 
CBRP is a hierarchical on-demand routing the algorithm that utilizes source directing, like DSR, to abstain from framing 

circles and course parcels. Like other hierarchical routing algorithms, CBRP intends to scale well with network size. It can most 
excellent perform in MANETs where nodes in every cluster move together.     

 
CBRP groups the nodes in a network into several clusters. Each cluster has a cluster head that arranges information 

transmission inside the cluster and with different clusters. When a node is switched on, it sets its state to undecided, starts a 
timer, and broadcasts a HELLO message. If a cluster head gets this HELLO message, it responds immediately with another 
HELLO message. If the undecided node gets this message within the timeout period, it sets its state to member. If the undecided 
node times out, but detects some bidirectional links with some neighbours, it declares itself as the cluster head. Otherwise, it 
remains in the undecided state and repeats this process to become either a cluster head or a member [14].   
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF REACTIVE, PROACTIVE & HYBRID ROUTING PROTOCOLS  

S.No Routing class Reactive Proactive Hybrid 
1 
 

Routing structure  Both Flat and hierarchical 
structures  

Mostly Flat, Except CBRP Mostly hierarchical 

2 Availability of route  Always available  Determined when needed Depends on the location of the 
destination 

3 
 

Control Traffic volume 
 

Usually high  Lower than proactive routing 
protocols 

Mostly, lower than proactive and 
reactive 

4 
 

Periodic updates  
 

Yes, some may use conditional. Not required. Some nodes may 
require periodic beacons. 

Usually used inside each zone, or 
between gateways 

5 Control Overhead High  Low High 
6 Route acquisition delay  Low  High High 
7 
 

Storage Requirements  High  Depends on the number of routes 
kept or required. Usually lower 

than proactive protocols 

Usually depends on the size of 
each cluster or zone may become 
as large as proactive protocols if 

clusters are big 
8 
 

Bandwidth requirement  High  Low High 

9 Power requirement  High  Low High 
10 
 

Delay level  Small since routes are 
predetermined 

Higher than proactive For local destinations small. 
Interzone may be as large as 

reactive protocols 
11 
 

Scalability problem 
Usually up to 100 nodes.  

Source routing protocols up to 
few hundred nodes. 

Point-to-point may scale higher. Designed for up to 1000 or more 
nodes 

 
 

IV. Performance Parameters 

 
There are various types of parameters for the execution assessment of the routing protocols. These have diverse practices of 

the general system execution. Some the parameters are End-to-End Delay, network load, and throughput for protocols 
evaluation. These parameters are vital in the thought of assessment of the routing protocols in a correspondence arrange. These 
protocols should be checked against specific parameters for their execution. To check protocol effectiveness in finding a route 
towards destination and observe to the source that how much control messages it sends. It gives the routing protocol internal 
algorithm’s efficiency.  The following are the parameter metrics taken into consideration to compare the routing protocols 

 
 
• Throughput: Refers to amount of data that can be transferred from sender to receiver in a given amount of time or 

Number of packets arriving at the sink or it is the ratio of the total amount of data that reaches a receiver form a sender to the 
time it takes for the receiver to get the last packet. The same is the case with the throughput as it represents the successful 
deliveries of packets in time. In the event that a convention indicates high throughput so it is the proficient and best protocol 
than the routing protocol which has low throughput. 

 
• End-to-End Delay: The standard time taken by a data packet to enter in the target. It likewise incorporates the deferral 

brought about by the course revelation process and the line in packet transmission. On the off chance that the routing protocol 
gives many starts to finish delay so most likely this steering convention isn't productive when contrasted with the convention 
which gives the low start to finish delay. 

 
• The normal time taken by an information parcel to touch base in the goal. It likewise incorporates the deferral brought 

about by the course revelation process and the line in information parcel transmission. Just the information parcels that 
effectively conveyed to goals that tallied. On the off chance that the directing convention gives many starts to finish delay so 
most likely this steering convention isn't productive when contrasted with the convention which gives the low start to finish 
delay. 
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• Network load: High network load affects the MANET routing packets and slow down the delivery of packets for 
reaching to the channel, and it results in increasing the collisions of these control packets. Thus, routing packets may be slow to 
stabilize. Similarly a routing protocol offering low network load is called efficient routing protocol [15].  

 
These parameters have incredible impact in the choice of an effective steering protocol in any correspondence organize. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The objective of this paper is to provide a complete analysis of both proactive and reactive routing protocols for mobile 

adhoc networks, examine some of the advantages and also to find out one common limitation in all protocols and to find 
solution for that problem. Proactive routing protocols will in general give lower inactivity than that of the on-request 
conventions since they attempt to keep up courses to every one of the hubs in the system constantly. However, the downside for 
such conventions is the intemperate steering overhead transmitted, which is occasional in nature absent much thought for the 
system versatility or burden. Then again, however receptive conventions find courses just when they are required, they may in 
any case create a tremendous measure of traffic when the system changes much of the time. Contingent upon the measure of 
system traffic and the quantity of streams, the steering conventions could be picked. At the point when there is clog in the 
system because of overwhelming traffic, by and large case, a receptive convention is best. MANET is a dynamic free space 
communication network, so there are few issues because of which third party devices harm this topology frequently. Existing 
protocol has several issues which are still open, to minimizes the issue various research work is going on by considering a 
variety of practical parameter. To protect MANET from data loss, unwanted gathering security issues should be taken carefully. 
So, it is necessary to propose the hybrid ad hoc routing approaches for improving the feasibility and performance of MANET 
system. 
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